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Senate meets to
debate s/u policy

ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA

Monday, October 21,1985

By B.W. GODFREY
Tj staff writer

Life Committee.
Rules and Regulations ComCommittee reports on present mittee Chairperson Wendy
legislation and new legislation Truitt reported that her commitconcerning the schools S/U tee didn't meet last week
policy were among the topics because of other commitments.
discussed as the SGA Senate Student Life Chairperson
met for its third session at 8 p.m. Donna Chapa reported that the
committee met last Wednesday
Tuesday.
Day Senator Rhonda Patter- at 9:30 p.m. Legislation presenson introduced legislation that tly before the committee was
would allow students the right placed on hold for one week to
to S/U a class up to three weeks allow members to study and inafter it begun. Presently, vestigate.
students have until Drop-Add to Only four members of the
S/U a class. The recommedation Campus Review Committee atStudent Lisa Warner participates in the annual Alumni phon-a-thon. (File photo)
passed and was sent to the Rules tended their meeting last week.
The committee discussed charand Regulations Committee.
ter,
reported
chairman
Barry
Linda Gaetan, Phelps senator,
introduced legislation to allow Newkirk.
the gates adjacent to Richardson Student Allocations Commitand Thomson and the gates ad- tee Chairman Kevin Lanier By WENDI DEES
If recommended the proposal remain cut off. The less deeply
jacent to Thomson and Lee reported that his committee met TJ staff writer
will go in front of the Arts and one moves into the world of letlast
week
to
work
on
Wicker, which access Cherry
Th„
—J i • , Science body for discussion Nov. ters (and liberal arts tradition as
requisitions
for
student
The
modern
and
classical
13
and from there to the a whole, we might add) the more
Road, to be opened until 9 p.m.
Monday thru Friday. The organizations presently before ! l v 1 r e C e n " a c a d e m i c council. "If it is voted he is condemmed to live as a
recommendation passed and was it. They are deliberation the I C ' J S . t e ' 1 ' , ™ . N o v ' 13 ' t h e " the fragment of to pLiWe
sent to the Campus Review allocation of approxiamtely requirement to the College of requirement will be placed in self."
$27,000 to various organizations. Arts and Sciences.
Committee.
the catalog and installed into the The department chose the
of thier deliberations
? g.!l . l a n « u a « e curriculum next fall; if we have College of Arts and Sciences
Lodge Senator Ken Holbert Results
will
be
brought
to
the
Senate
e
y
introduced legislation to have
•ii r°!?
t I? w a i t m u c h l o n 8 e r than because they feel that language
at the next session. Lanier those students in the
College of November therequirementwill study has traditionally been^
the drive-in gate at the back of flow
1 81 probab,y
heId off
the Lodge open from 6 ajn. to 6 requested that, "all of the
?
another part of liberal arts. "If our
requesting money would of six semester hours, Ttaken
year,' said Dr. Joseph Zdenek, students are to serve in the
p.m. Monday-Friday. Holbert groups
attend
the
Senate
meeting
or
explained that this would make
it easier for Lodge residents to have a representative present"
get to classes on time by using Senate meets next Tuesday, Oct
at 8 p.m. in Dinkins
Park Avenue to get to campus. 22,
Auditorium.
Day Senator Randy Firestine introduced an amendment that "Usually memos are sent out
those organizations before the q^estionmiires willfindout how st^dy^of T o r e i ^ l ^ ^ i«W;b!iild brides
would make the gate a exit only, to
hoping to increase the chance meeting," said Lanier.
Senate President Bryan
that Public Safety would accept Grant
expressed disappoin,
human e
the idea. The amendment was tment
Sr»^.mittee5lVall?blv
*Perience tellectuaUy mature persons"
at the low turnout of some revTw^!
reviewed for a recommendation, from which one must otherwise said Zdenek
*
adopted and the recommenof
the
committee
meetings
and
dation was sent to the Student encouraged senators to do better.
After a brief announcement By LISA BUIE
concerning the upcoming United TJ editor
When Thoms asked them to tment and Public Safety. The
Nations mock debate and the
fund-raising phonathon, Senate A security guard was stabbed stop, one man stabbed him with subject will be charged with
P. 2 Renovations planned
a
knife
and the two subjects fled.
and battery with intent
adjourned.
in Breazeale Apartments Thoms contacted Winthrop assault
to kill.
The
allocations
committee
Tuesday.
P. 9 New Girl postponed
met for about an hour and half According to a
police Public Safety. He was then Williams advised against
afterwards as part of their report, the incident occurred attaken to Piedmont Medical Cen- trying to be a hero.
ter where he received five stitcurrent effort to hammer out a
P. 11 Abuse program ottered successful compromise among 10:20 p.m. when Mark IV ches in the left shoulder.
"If anyone sees anything in
security guard Lorenzo Terrell Winthrop Public Safety Chief progress, the best thing to do is
the requisitions introduced by' Thoms saw two black males
the many organzations seeking bothering trash cans and Bole Williams said the incident get to a phone, call us, and obis currently under investigation serve enough to help us in the
funds.
drinking beer.
by the Rock Hill Police Depar- courtroom," he said.

College may require language course

SS-S35
f«Tr<5s'sr£ aSKMK-fi awSSSSH
Security guard stabbed in apartments
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Newsbriefs
Christian Fellowship
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship wants to remind
everyone of its meetings being held for men at 9 p.m. Thursday in 138 Roddey. A ladies' Bible study is on Wednesday
at 8 p.m. in Lee Wicker lobby. Everyone is welcome! For
more info call 327-4612- Kim Kelly, or 323-3658- Catherine
Kirby.

Party Internationally
Party Internationally with Winthrop College's Model
United Nations at their recruitment party Monday, Oct. 21
in Dinkins Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Enjoy a mock debate,
refreshments, and meeting new people! Hope to see ya
there!

Fall Pledge Class
The Lambda Sigma Chapter of Delta Zeta Sorority would
like to welcome their fall pledge class: Barbara Bennett,
Sandy Cobb, Kim Cooper, Sheila Havird, Holly Healy, Sara
Jayne, Kim McKay, Sherri Lewis, Cynthia Manning, Paige
Meacham, Margaret Patteson, Lona Poole, Kim Smith,
Diana Thacker. Congratulations, girls!

Billiards Tournament
Registration for the 1985 Fall Billiards Tournament
begins on Thursday, Oct. 10 and lasts through Wednesday,
Oct. 17. Find out more at Dinkins information desk.

Thank you
To the students of Winthrop:
I would like to thank all the students who attended my
shows at ATS on Sept. 23 and 24. We had two great turnouts, and your enthusiasm was greatly appreciated. Not
only am I grateful, but your student programming people
are also pleased with the support you have given to the
programs at ATS. It's not easy for a solo musician such as
myself to achieve recognition in the midst of all the other
activities around the school, but your support was very
much appreciated. Again, thanks to all who attended my
shows at your school, and I hope to see you in '86. Thank
you.
Carl Rosen
10/4/85

Political Science Club

The Political Science Club will have the Taller pictures
taken today (Oct. 21) at 5:15 p.m. on the steps of Tillman.
All members are encouraged to attend.

Travel

DSU Travel Committee will sponsor a trip to the state
fair in Columbia Oct. 25. Interested students may sign up at
the Dinkins Information Desk.

Chamber orchestra

The Rock Hill Chamber Orchestra will be in concert on
Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. on Winthrop campus in the Recital Hall
of the School of Music. The orchestra will be performing
"The Overture to the Magic Flute" composed by Wolfgang
Mozart. The Rock Hill Chamber Orchestra is under the
direction of Dr. David Lowry of the School of Music. This is
the third year of the orchestra which has developed into a
37-piece ensemble. The orchestra is looking forward to their
performance and seeks your support as an audience. Admission is free for all School of Music-sponsored concerts
and recitals.

World food conference held
By B.W. GODFREY
TJ staff writer

Dakar, Senegal and vice
president of the Society for International Development.
After the initial panel
discussion the second hour of
broadcast originated from Clemson where a panel of several experts discussed the local implications of world hunger.

number of schools making
inquiries was large.
Newberry College was the
only South Carolina school to get
on the air with a question
asking, "What impact has agribusiness had on hunger in
America?" Sarbanes called it
"extremely positive and constructive."

The second annual World
Food Day Satellite Teleconference was broadcast last
Wednesday and recieved for the
first time by Winthrop College
which participated in an electronic forum with 150 other
colleges and universities in all 50 The third hour of the program
states to consider the world allowed the schools across the
country to telephone the Family planning and the
hunger problem.
panalist in Washington and ask Reagan administration, world
Dr. Patricia Wolman, assistant questions.
hunger and the American farprofessor of foods and nutrition
mer, how best to empower poor
coordinated Winthrop's parpeople and the role of women in
ticipation. Wolman has long Students at Winthrop College developing countries were
been active in problems concer- viewed the conference on a large among the topics inquried about.
ning world hunger.
screen television set up in the Since the members of the panel
Springs Laboratory in Kinard. represented different interest
The three hour broadcast Those students that did turn out and ideoligies m.ost of the
originated
from
George for the show were nutrition inquiries recieved several difWashington University in majors or students required to ferent answeres.
Washington, D.C. and featured a attend. Throughout the conpanel discussion with Peter Mc- ference students constanly
Pherson. administrator of trickled in and out. "I wish more Unfortunately,
technical
USAID, Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D- had come just to see what it was problems prevented the last
Md.,
Barbra
Huddleston, like." said Wolman.
hour from proceeding as
chief of food security and in- During the question and an- smoothly as possible. The World
formation Service of FAO and swer period participates did at- Food Day and the teleconference
Mary Savane, president of the tempt to get through to are sponsored by a large
Association of African Women Washington to ask a question coalition of private organizations
for Research on Development in but time was limited and the concerned with world hunger.

Bosimprormted in National Guard
the past six years."
Boston says, "This is
Boston plans to stay in the something to look forward to
National Guard for the next five training in the snow and cold
Felton Boston, mail center to six years. He would like to weather."
supervisor at Winthrop, move into different job titles
recieved a promotion to preferably, intelligence. He
Sergeant E's lor the National plans to attend Officer School in Boston is very excited about
his promotion.
Guard. Boston has been in the Columbia.
He said, "For me the National
National Guard for five and a
half years.
Boston enjoys his work for the Guard has been great I have
seen
more and done more in the
guards.
Boston explained, "this
Boston said, "We have a good National Guard."
promotion brings about a little unit and a bunch of good people
bit more responsibility and puts in our unit. The South Carolina Boston is also a member of the
me in more of a leadership role." Guard has been ranked very Sniper team which he enjoys
high in recent years."
very much.
Originally from Miami,
Belton concluded, "The
Fla., he has lived in Rock Hil! Boston works for the Guard National Guard is a good
for six years. His wife Linda is one weekend a month, and par- organisation I enjoy being a
native to the Rock Hill area.
ticipates in two weeks of annual part of i t Along with the hard
Boston said, MI have enjoyed training. This year the training work and training there is some
working here at Winthrop for session will be held in Virgina. fun involved."
By JILLIAN COFFIN
TJ staff writer

ThomsonJTiUman renovations planned
By LAURA DORAN
TJ staff writer
Thomson cafeteria and
Tillman Auditorium will be
renovated after Jan. 1. A trustee
committee will meet with five
architects to choose who will do
the
project
$300

thousand will be spent
on
Tillman Auditorium and
$350 thousand on expanding
Thomson cafeteria.
Thomson Cafeteria was
originally designed to accomodate 3,200 students instead
of the 5,000 students that are
currently enrolled at Winthrop.

The 1,000 seat Tillman
Auditorium will be turned into a
larger performance center to accommodate events too small to
be held in Byrnes Auditorium.
Additional changes include adding entrance and exit ways,
improving acoustics, and redoing the stage.
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JFMattempts exchange
Model UNgears up for anniversary
By MARK WOOD.
TJ contributing editor

has already begun.
The Winthrop UN hosts 65
high schools every year.
A recruitment party will be However, this year the
the first in a long line of ac- outreach of the UN has been
tivities that the Winthrop expanded from just South
Model United Nations Carolina to the whole
Secretariat will sponsor this Southeast. For the first time
year.
in its 10-year history, the
The purpose of the Model UN will possibly be
recruitment party, which will hosting schools from North
be held at 7:30 pan. on Oct 24 and South Carolina, Georgia,
in Dinkins Auditorium, "is to Virginia, and others.
publicize and recruit students
The selection of schools is
to sign up for Political Science done on a "first-come, first260," said Donna Chapa, serve" basis.
student coordinator of the
This year, as in the past,
Winthrop Model UN.
the Model UN will be comDuring this party, students pletely
run
by
the
can see how an actual debate Secretariat.
is performed as well as have
any questions answered
The Model UN Secretariat
about the class itself.
consists of 18 student volunThe debate will consist of teers as well as Chapa, James
Secretariat members perfor- Dedes, secretary general; and
ming a "mock" simulation of Jean Kiser, administrative
the kind of performance that assistant. Each student works
would be expected of studen- on a particular committee in
ts taking PLS 260. Each order to make sure that the
Secretariat member will be conference is a success. This
representing a particular year's Secretariat is the
nation of the world and taking largest in the Model UN's
that country's respective history.
view on the resolution
"I think this is one of the
discussed.
According to Chapa, one best Secretariats we've had
thing the Model UN attempts in years; they're working
very hard and they have set
to do is appear realistic.
"We try to keep it realistic personal goals and group
and as close to a simulation of goals for the conference," said
the real UN in New York as Chapa.
The increased size of the
possible," Chapa said.
Although the actual con- Secretariat is not the only
ference isn't until April 9-12, change that will be visible
1986, much of the hard work during the UN's tenth anand conference preparation niversary. For the first time,

Though the group stresses,
"mutual dialogue", only
Christian testimony was presenInternational Friendship ted at the dinner.
Ministries,
a
Christian "Of course, we want to hear
organization attempting to about their religious backgrounpromotefriendshipbetween in- ds, and we're not afraid of that
ternational students and dialogue, but I don't think it
Christian Americans, sponsored would work out well to have a
an international dinner Satur- Muslim, a Bhuddist, or a Jew
day, Oct. 11 in "ATS".
speak out about their faith at
TTie dinner was attended by one of our dinners," Frank said,
approximately 35 international Only 10 students have joined
The Model UN is funded students and 50 Americans.
the organization, which is
primarily by the state with
IFM was begun last year as a currently in the process of being
occasional funding provided
cooperative effort among chartered as an official student
by alumni gifts to the Inter- evangelical churches within the organization. All but two of the
national Center. No funds are area, according to Tip Frank, members are Christian, accortaken from tuition or other
IFM coordinator, and Sunday ding to Frank.
student expenses.
school instructor at Faith In addition to sponsoring dinAs the UN approaches its
Evangelical Church.
ners, the group sponsors a "host
tenth anniversary conference,
"Our aim is to get to know family" program, whereby inseveral goals will be stressed
them (international students) terested group members can
by Chapa and Secretariat
through mutual dialogue, and meet Christian families in the
members.
show through word and deed area. According to Frank, no atChapa would like to see the our faith in Jesus Christ," said tempt has been made to involve
Frank, who quickly cautioned other religious faiths in the host
Winthrop campus and
that "we don't preach at them, family program.
student body get more involved with the conference. but we don't remain silent about Currently, there are 18 host
our faith in the Lord-and we'll families, and four host singles,
She is also pushing for a
share that faith in word and drawn from predominantly funbroader range of publicity to
deed."
damentalist churches, according
other states as well as South
IFM receives no fundingfromto Frank.
Carolina.
Winthrop
College,
but
the
Frank emphasized, "We don't
But the first concern
College does provide the use the club as a platform to
should be to make this the
organization with the names, evangelize. We just want to
"most successful conference
addresses, and phone numbers share through word and song
in 10 years," Chapa said.
all International Club mem- our own testimony."
The Winthrop Model UN is of
Students interested in joining
unique in that it was the first bers.
"We got the list earlier in the IFM may contact Tip Frank at
in the UJS. to have college and
semester, and we've attempted 366-2362.
high school students working
to contact every one of them," The next dinner is scheduled
together.
Frank said.
for Friday, Nov. 22, in ATS.
Chapa hopes that in the
future the Model UN can
»: x::
grow and mature as a high
school and college experience.

the PLS 260 class will be
taught by Dr. Glen Thomas,
director of the Center for International Studies.
There is also a chance that
outstanding performances by
high school participants will
be rewarded with a scholarship, although the amount
and criteria has not yet been
established, Chapa said.

By ALLAN a JENKINS
TJ staff writer

AIDS threat realized
Morals painted at TownCenter Mall

another one percent occurred
in heterosexual contacts with
someone with AIDS or at riak
Acquired immune deficien- with AIDS. Two percent occy syndrome (AIDS) is an im- curred in persona who have
pairment of the immune had transfusions with blood
system which causes an in- or blood products.
dividual to become highly AIDS is transmitted by
susceptible to unusual infec- sexual contact, needletions or illnesses which can sharing, or through Wood.
lead to death. Since 1981, The risk of getting AIDS is
more than 13,000 cases of increased by having multiple
AIDS have been reported. sexual partnera, damaging
About 50 percent have body tissue during sex and
resulted in death. "The sharing needles.
reason that AIDS has been "The symptoms of AIDS
given so much importance is come on slowly and are as
because of its high mortality
rate," says Dr. Suzanne with any other virus,** said
Haefele from the Crawford Dr. Suzanne Haefele. Some of
theae include: excessive
Health Center.
Seventy-three percent of fatigue, fever, appetite and
the caaea occurred in weight toss, swollen glands,
sexually-active homosexual diairhea, and a sore throat
and bisexual men with Presently there aren't any
multiple partners; 1? percent drugs available that have
occurred in present or past been proven to cure A M
abusers of intravenous drugs; "Eventually a vaccine for
AIDS wiB befan*therefca
occurred in

By MAGGIE ZALAMEA
TJ staff writer

ByKARENPARKER
TJ staff writer

Murals are approximately 20 murals.
feet high and 100 feet long. They Fisher, when asked how much
Seven art studentsfromWin- have a tan background and use work it took to paint the murals,
throp are painting murals at the blue and green as principal stated "we started on a Saturday and worked six hours, and
colors.
Town Center Mall.
Mall Manager Dick Marlowe six students who participated came back the following Sunday
commissioned the murals to include Kim Fisher, Gary Ban- and worked another six. Altresa
brighten up a dark section of the nister, Todd Atkinson, Tish then came back later and
mall's interior. The design by Guerry, Randall Wilhelm, and cleaned up the edges.
I think it is a good design, and
Winthrop student Altresa Todd Robertson.
Owens was created in Professor Hobgood, department chair- I do believe the inside of the mall
Wade Hobgood's advanced men, and Phil Murdock, a local looks better- it does improve it."
design course in the spring businessman and artist, aided The murals should be finished
students in the painting of by mid-October.
semester of 1985.

Student directory, incomplete
students come from a printout that housing assignments were
from Data Processing. Accor- not known or made after the
ding to the DP office, telephone printout was sent.
The 198586 Student Direc- numbers for all McLaurin According to the PIO, no
tory published several students residents were not available at plans have been made for a suphome phone numbers rather the time the printout was sent to plement directory with correct
than their campus numbers.
the PIO. The reason other num- campus numbers of students^
The telephone number of bers were not correct could be whose numbers are not listed.

By GINA WHITTLE
TJ staff writer
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Strait jacket restricting
By LISA BUIE
TJ editor
The modern and classical
languages department wants
to teach the class of 1990
whether it likes it or not.
A curriculum committee is
debating a new foreign
language requirement endorsed by the modern language
department.
This proposal that Arts and
Sciences majors take six
hours of a language with at
least three hours on the intermediate level should be
rejected.
First of all, advocates
argue that students need exposure to a foreign language.
This may be true, but many
high schools all over the
nation require completion of a
language
in order
to
graduate. Starting in 1988,
South Carolina high school
students must have completed two years in order to
receive diplomas.

because they are too lazy.
This argument is also invalid.
Students who do not elect to
take language courses must
take mathematics or computer science. Many students
probably take these because
the courses are more practical. They are not any easier
than language courses.
Finally, advocates may
argue that knowledge of a
foreign language is essential
to receiving a good education,
However, if that is true, why
single out Arts and Sciences
majors? Why not give
everyone a good education
a n d require them to take a
language?
sound
appears that it is
j
y
attempt
to
increase
mere
an
jQW enrollment and build the
department's image. Prestige
not be the deparshou|d
highest priority,
tment-s
students' awareness of their
o w n ^ e s t interests should be
considered first.
Perhaps the language
department should concent r a t e on making their
curriculum more attractive so
that students want to enroll
rather than putting a straitjacket on their options.
T h i s p r o p o s a l is n p t a

one

CARt/
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Censorship is going too far

ficers arrested two of the store's
How far is this censoring
employees. It was also evident going to go? It's not just porn
to this reporter that license tag material but other things. The
numbers of patrons in the store teenage novel "Deenie" by Judy
at the time were being taken.
Blume was recently banned in
It's this reporter's opinion
One store employee was not some schools in the U.S. because
that there should be no repres- arrested as he was not assisting of its frank dealings with menTherefore, high schools are
sion of literature in any form, in the sale of the items.
struation and masturbation.
exposing students to foreign
This includes the sale of porSome Mark Twain books are
cultures, and a college
nographic material.
After tho arrests were made banned because they are said to
requirement is unnecessary.
In North Carolina this week we talked to the other store em- be racist.
Another popular argument
there has been a crackdown on ployee who said, "I feel like the
J.D. Salinger's book "Catcher
is that students will not take
the sale and distribution of por- homeowners feel threatened. If l n The Rye," is another,
a language of their own will
nographic material- magazines, a police officer suspected that
How can we allow this cenfilms and books.
there w a s pornographic material soring to continue? No one forMy partner and I were in- featured in their home, no mat- C es an individual to read
formed by a reliable source that ter how many years ago it was something that is not in his
within several hours t h e r e purchased they could be taste. To me, it depends on a
would be a bust involving an arrested as well."
person's literary preference. If
, adult bookstore in Charlotte callit's written it should be conconcentrate on yoursell and ^ C h -S V i d e o a n d N e w s > As
While we were there the sidered as literature no matter
By MONNIE WHITSON
•nlnuittiAM
!_/* c n m o u r n o P Q nif>o
' .
relaxation. Go somewhere nice w e a r " r j v e d a n undercover phone rang off the wall. Other what the subject. We do not live
TJ news editor
think, the
to tmnK,
tne Shack,
snacx, for
ior example, policeman w a s nurchasine
purchasing about store owners were calling to find in Orwell's "1984"! I'm not conHow many of you are victims Just sit and relax, relax, relax... jgQ w o r t j , c f pornographic out what happened.
doning porn material, but if the
of stress? Well, I'll tell you, I'm You could even give yourself a m ^ r i a l . After the material was
As we were exiting the scene censoring starts there, what will
about stressed out! Tm so in- stress exercise. Lie down and S Q j d
plainclothes policeman we met a local television station they cut out next? Chapters of
volved in school and ex- get comfortable. Now tense all
the Bible?
w ith two uniformed of-and were filmed leaving.
tracurricular activities that I of the facial muscles and hold for
a
don't have time to breathe. Even
count of three. Now relax
when I relax I'm in a hurry. So these muscles and start on your *
what do we do about it? First we
muscles. Then your
could talk to a counselor and find shoulders, chest, back, arms, and
ways to attack our problem. Or so on. You might fall asleep, so
Editor-in-chief.
Lisa Buie Cartoonist
Frank Jones jjg
we could go on and totally make sure you re in an apPhoto editor
Randy Greene
stress-out and finally die of a propriate place.Try and relax at g 5J c a " 8 a ^J^ d l , o r ''';";
"'"" MonnkWhSn Contributing editor
Mark Wood
coronary. I really don't wish to ' f a s t ^0 minutes a day. If you
Asst. news ed
Violetta Weston
Copy
K r i s SykeH
die as of yet, so I may be seeing a dont have the time, make the g Layout editor
Candy Wainwright Asst. layout editor
Lika Schrock :£
Allison Love &
counselor soon
time.
talking about distress, £ Sports editor
Laurie Ann Dedes Asst. photo editor
Todd Hutchinson %
not eustress. Eustress is good $ Advertising manager
James Dedes Asst. sports ed
Adviser
Robert
0. Bristow »
It would really be helpful in stress. But distress is unhealthy, g Business manager
Kay Arrowood
seeing someone about stress, Look up both words in the dieWRITERS: Tom Stearns, Jeff Coleman, Judy Alston, Lori Casale, Laura Doran, Susan Walton, B.W. Godfrey. David
but we don't even have time for tionary for the exact meanings. I g: McCallum, Dorris Toney, Jill Zeigler, Wendi Dees, Sallye McKenzie, Karen Parker, Allan Jenkins, Maggie Zalamea,
that, do we? So let's think of hope we can all learn to relax $ Jillian Coffin, Jeff Ruble.
something ourselves. Maybe if and find time to ourselves. It |
The Johnsonian was established in 1923. It is published by the students of Winthrop College and is printed by Carolina
you're involved in an activity may take a little time, but time i-i; Newspapers. Inc., York, S.C. The mailing address is P.O. Box 6800, Winthrop College Station, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733.
that is not too important you well worth the effort. RememSubscription rates are $6 a year and $3 u semester. Advertising rates are available upon request.
could cease to become involved ber less stress a day keeps the
so that you'd have more time to death-bed away.

Editor says relax

By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports editor
and BROOKS S.TRAKAS
sports writer
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Freshmen-not so bad after all

that's a good question. I did I knew that the only way to
what I did for several reasons. find the truly concerned studen- OFCPURSE»««lfNDl(rt
First, most of the "charac- ts was to put them in the same A ioe IN OUR eves.group with the unconcerned
EMWDIN6KOH0KV.
Well, the verdict is in and I'm teristics" that I brought forth in students. The good students
the most hated person on the my first article were true. And would surely defend themselves
Winthrop College campus. What yes, it is true that I attributed and the "I couldn't care less"
these actions to the whole
an exciting thought.
freshman class. Why? Because I students wouldn't even pick up a
Just when I thought that we hadn't seen anything in the way paper. And, for the most part, I
right.
here at The Johnsonian were not of behavior to make me think was
Now don't misunderstand me,
going to get a single letter to the any differently.
I'm
apologizing for the areditor, I found to my surprise But the most important ticle.not
If no one had responded to
that the freshman class has just reason that I wrote the article my last
I would have 110
a little more spunk than I ever was to-see just what kind of reason toitem
be writing this one. I'm
imagined possible. But don't get people we had in the freshman just congratulating those
me wrong, the news was a class. I knew that I had seen the students who were proud and
pleasure to find out. I'd rather foolish actions of a select few, conscientious enough not to let
get hate mail from angry fresh- but I was convinced that there
had to be some caring and con- themselves get run over l y an
men than no mail at all.
upperclassman."
I imagine that a question cerned students in the freshman "arrogant
As for the rest of you freshgoing through most of your minmen,
would
you please turn
ds is "How could that creep The only thing left to do was down the music? We upperwrite such a terrible thing in the find those students. That's classmen are trying to study.
campus newspaper?" Well, where the article came in.

By MARK WOOD
TJ contributing editor
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Letters to the editor

the end of the line as I went. The habits and norms. Mr. Wood ming 60,000 decibeb. And, Mark, Averages
line quickly got shorter and we should receive some kind of. just to set the record straight, (no beheve|hat o n e J M u n a n r a
all headed for the salad bar. Af- merit or acknowledgement for pun intended) we play our music
2 Z S T S L ' ^ d
ter catching a glimpse and a whif his extensive research concer- all day and night.
up^rclassman ^beverage
id
i e ttuce however, we ning the ages of all the freshmen And yes, Mr. Wood, freshmen instead of using a funne.. ..^y
Dear Editor:
f th
m
In the Oct. 7 paper, Monnie d i d d t o f o r ' t a n y attempts and various high school "sizes do have problems in public were using °^ mature*1 £1
Whitson voiced her opinion
that nightand disruptions" (as if the lat- restrooms. But not to the extent hke cups and glasses just Wee
about Epicure. Well, I'm here to N g
that you have carried it. You the "P^rcla®s™®" a n * J
h a s a l w a y s to ld ter is of some importance.)

Brown visitor

,
„ „
Upon returning from Fall
Break, my roommate and I
rushed to unload the ^ and
make it to the cafeteria to e
S e T t e r it°^>' the w o r a t h e
™ u ld tebut w e a v e r
toam^dbTttatbad?
d i e fw d « » r t was

Sin

the main course of my meals in previously just finished nign we Know inai u »
the cafeteria. At least last year I school. Right, "and on the seven- possible to relieve thyself while overall disregar
„
in the Process of locomotion and
^ a r l y conduct But
c o u l d c o u n t o n the salad bar, but th day"...
r
.
Mr. Wood/ But
I n r e g a r ( is to your statement Could this be the reason the P °bably
X realize, as f m sure all of you on doing away with four-year in- bathrooms are such a mess?
means but hopefully after
d o t h a t Q u r o p j n j o n s have not stitutions and establishing a onecounted f°r much when it comes yC ar "pse^cKollege"
"chugging beer t h i s semester'(according to
As f„ „
«° E P i c u r c a ° d , t h e
men only bothers. Mr Wood do
f un „ e ls"? A s for myself. w h e t h e r or not I am placed on
But, I m ,
a n gry con-you really think U » g u i l t y as charged. But with one a c a d e m i c p r o b l t i „ , or even
sidenng I pay M much as I do for mst.tut.ons should Mter to your
corr ection. I and my WOrse, Double Secret Probation

^hIt , i e ^y^ r i I 1 thought "I ' Maybe "

the

« • » » & < • " » a t S

empty6b^rcans

HttteterWe'and

was trying to be
something was done, we'd get seem to have obtained most of
^
u r statement, this s p o t r u n " p r i m S a and trusty
that point. But then the bottom SOME BODY'S ATTENTON! your information being, ofcour- ^ ^ n l y Avenge a freshman funnel and really get down to
fell out and I began to wish I was
se. Fantasy Island. As lar as
.
at home with Mom's good
Karen Mattison
employing a "rotund woman ^ T ^ i e v e it or not, some u s i n e s s '
cooking.
with bullfrog face and rat- r e l i a W e aimless and naive, but
Signed,
As the guy in front of me startlesnake dispositions, please
reliable sources have witstill "naive and
ted to tell the cafeteria attenFreshmen
Observe that most a c a d e m i c n e s s e d s o m e o f m y fellow
aimless" at 22
dant what he wanted, a small
Gene R. Brozowski
emplt^ers* 6 ^ n d ""personal classmates drinking other
roach crawled across the counter. The guy cooly asked the atpreferences should remain away
tendant who his littlefriendwas, Dear Editor
Ln
'response
to
Mr.
Wood's
from
the issues at hand.
grabbed his plate, and walked
latest editorial published in The
out the door.
_
_
_
_
As
far as the musical
TJ welcomes letters to the editor on any topic related to
I'm sure that by this time, I Johnsonian September 30,1985,
wM m slirttly n He U 'g^n. but I I and the "r«7 of "the freshman preference among freshman Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor must be signed by the author. The
managed asmUe w £ T l »id, "I class would like to congratulate
"lOMO* £ * * *
want a plate, that's all. Juat a him. The question of how a p e h n ^ a t 40.000i decrtwla^X author's name will not be omitted unless we feel retribution
will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
plate." One of the supervisors freshman rea ly behaves has
Letters should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on a 60had noticed the insect and was in been the focal point of naive,
the process of knocking him off aimless and generally
pom- freshman students enjoy more inch space line.
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
the counter. The roach, tless" discussions among fresh- reserved and compassionat
in Good Building. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
however, took a dive for the men for quite some toe. Finally, music.nek »
soun- office
Tuesday
to appear in the following week's issue.
brown rice and I headed for the someone has taken the time and dtrack of Heavy Metal at
door, warning my friends near initiative to label our everyday speed in reverse and at an alar-

TJ letter policy

Drinking isn't main point

Lady Eagles offense suffering

By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports editor

By DAVID McCALLUM
TJ sports writer

I would like to start my column by stating that I do not support alcohol and drug abuse.
Several weeks ago, during the wrestling match at the coliseum I was approached by a
member of the cross country team and was accused of supporting alcoholism because of a
recent column I wrote. The column was merely suggesting that the dormitory with the
most spirit be awarded with a beer bash at the end of the basketball season. I am quite
aware of the laws in this state on drinking. I never suggested that minors should drink. I
certainly don't connect having a beer with becoming an alcoholic. And I do support drug
tests among athletes. As far as tailgate parties are concerned, whether you choose to
drink or not is your decision. No one will rag if you don't; this is not high school. The point I
was trying to make (for those of you too foggy to decipher the "true meaning") is that in
supporting athletics the student body needs to be unified. I don't care if we go out and
drink a beer before the game or have a prayer meeting and pray every ball into the
basket! As long as we do it together! (The student body that prays together plays
together???). That's all I'm going to say on that.
Well, Winthrop soccer seems to be getting better. The Eagles now have a record of 56.
Last week the team won three of four matches they played.
The Eagles beat Barber-Scotia 7-0, Coker College 3-2 and Wofford 3-2. The only defeat
to mar the near perfect week was when the College of Charleston slid by 2-1 over the
Eagles. Offensively this week, Winthrop is tied for second in the Big South. The Eagles
have scored 2.11 games per outing while Baptist has 2.33 goals per contest. Defensively,
Winthrop is sixth allowing 2.44 goals per game. Campbell leads defensively allowing only
1.11 goals per match.
Winthrop's Choco Gutierrez of Winthrop is sixth in the league in scoring. Gutierrez
made four goals, six assists and totals 14 points. A man not listed among the top ten last
week but surely will be is Doug Aldridge. Aldridge now has eight goals, one assist and 17
points.
Coach Jim Casada said, "We are playing better for longer periods of time than we were
a couple of weeks ago. I can see a tremendous improvement in some of our players, and I
feel very good about our progress."
As of last week the volleyball record was 15-5 after the women showed out strongly
during the James Madison Invitational. Losing only two of six matches the Lady Eagles
brought home the consolation trophy.
The ladies beat Guilford 15-3,8-15,15-6 and Loyola 15-10,10-15,15-2. They also trounced
UNC-Wilmington, 18-16,15-9 and C.W. Post 7-15,156,15-2.
They were defeated by Mansfield 12-15,0-15 and hosting team James Madison, 6-15,5-15.
Coach Cathy Ivester said, "I think we played well up there, but the competition was very
tough. Other than Guilford, all of the teams were either NCAA Division I or II. We played
well in our first two games, but had some problems against Mansfield and James Madison.
I was proud of the way our team came back in the last two games and won."
James Madison and Mansfield are strong teams in Division I, yet, so are UNCWilmington and C.W. Post. So the Lady Eagles have proved that even though they lost to
a couple of Division I teams they can still come back and win against the same division.
Ivester said, "I think our performance at James Madison indicates that our team is on
the right track to becoming a solid team at the Division II level. I also think that we are on
schedule to becoming afineDivision I team."
Back in South Carolina this past week the Lady Eagles beat Limestone 10-15,3-15,1513.156,15-12, also Coastal Carolina 15-5,15-10,15-13 and USC-Spartanburg 156,15$.
The men's Cross Country team now sports a record of 34-24 while the women are 18-11.
Last week during the UNCC Invitational the men's team finished seventh of 14 with
Richard Golden holding the best time of 27:07 in thefive-mileslot. For the three-mile slot
Denise Holliday finished with a 20.-01. This put the women runners fifth of 11 teams.
Coach Charlie Bowers said, "Again I was pleased with our overall team finish because of
the strong field in Charlotte, but some of our times were off. I feel good about most of our
runners, but some of them are inconsistent, and at this point in the season they should be
showing constant improvement."
On the women's team, Denise Holliday has been the top runner all season. At Pembroke
State University she had her best finish so far with a time of 19:24 and taking second
place.
Bowers said, "Denise has had a great season so far, and she will have to continue her
solid performances if we are to continue doing well in 1985."

A split of games with Onandaga (N.Y.) Saturday and Sunday
helped give Coach Frankie Griffin's Lady Eagles a 2-4 worksheet,
as they closed out their fall season.
The Lady Eagles were able to down Onandaga with a 4-1 win
on Saturday then dropped a close 6-5 decision at the Coliseum on
Sunday. A week earlier, Griffin's troops traveled to Greenville to
participate in a round robin tournament at Furman. The field included the likes of Division 1-A power South Carolina, UNCWilmington, tournament host Furman and Winthrop.
In their opening contest, Winthrop pounded the Seahawks of
UNC-Wilmington to the tune 10-0.
That was about all the offensive punch the Lady Eagles could
generate as they were able to muster only one run in the next
two games.
The Lady Eagles then ran into a buzz saw as they dropped a 7-1
verdict to South Carolina's Lady Gamecocks. Next, on tap was
the tournament host Furman, and the game was a defensive
struggle until the Paladins were able to come away with a hardfought 30 extra innings win.
Coach Frankie Griffin was not pleased with his team's offensive attack. "I'm really concerned with our offense. We weren't
very aggressive at the plate, and that's something we'll have to
work on," said the Winthrop coach. The Lady Eagles were also
missing four starters from its lineup, either with injuries or prior
commitments to other sports. This allowed Griffin to get a look at
his freshmen. "This gave us an opportunity to work on some
things, and to look at our freshmen," said Griffin. The Winthrop
mentor was particularly impressed with the play of shortstop
Sandy Gillies and pitcher Laura Blackmore. "Sandy did a real
fine jobfillingat short, she played strong defense, and did well offensively." Griffin was equally impressed by freshman hurler
Blackmore. "I wanted to see how Laura would do under pressure
situations, and she did a real good job," Griffin added.

J,V. cheerleaders chosen
and dance team throughout
the year," said Hickman.
People who made the squad
Last week the Golden Gar- are: Rosa Collins, Meg Hamnets and Winthrop Junior mond, Terry Wood, Barbara
Varsity Cheerleading squads White, Lisa Raines. Angie
held their annual try-outs. Anderson, Andrea Joiner,
The people had many Jenny Hall, Deana Bell, Alan
requirements they had to Hughes, Mark Case and Jeff
meet in order to attain a spot Creggers.
The Golden Garnets dance
on the squads.
Accra-ding to Chris Rowell, squad also held their tryouts
the cheerleading aspect of the last year. "The girls had to
try-outs
had
many meet a height to weight
requirements: 'The girls had requirement while also learthree required stunts with ning a learned dance and
the option of an additional making an original," said
fourth stunt They also had to Chris Rowell.
learn a cheer we taught them
with an additional two "I felt this should be an exsideline cheers; a required cellent year for the dance
dance; two jumps, with squad because their sponsor,
another optional jump; a self- Carolyn Yonce, put a lot of
made dance; and also a bit of time and effort this year," adgymnastics for extra credit ded Rowell. Members of the
didn't hurt. The girls also had squad include Beth Rutledge,
to meet a weight requirement Lori Land, Car la Huggins,
of 118 poundssaid Rowell. Michelle
Kelly,
Tina
David Hickman who Maggard, Melanie Eudy,
beaded the cheerleader try- Amy Ashworth, Vicky Wynn,
oats said the squad should be Sonya Trammell, Lori-Ann
good. "We plan on working Francis, Mary Jane Kelly and
some with the vanity squad Robin Ferry.

By TODD HUTCHISON
TJ asst. sports editor
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Vacendak optimistic about future Boswell; on the run
the public. Vacendak stated, "A Now that we have examined By AARON ANDERSON
majority of the public still thinks the significance and methods of TJ sports writer
of Winthrop College as being a Winthrop's transition, we can
We all know that Winthrop small, private college for now sit back and say to ourClay Boswell, unshaven
athletics is on the rise but just education female school selves, "No way, it will never and smiling, sat down at lunch
where are we going and how are teachers. Obviously we're not happen; we'll never be a winner and read his Spartanburg
we going to get there? These are and a strong athletic program in 'the big leagues'." But stop, Herald Journal Boswell, the
some pretty complicated can change this image."
look back at the title of this ar- 5'10", 140-pound cross counticle.
questions and only Steve
try runner from Spartanburg,
Vacendak, the man who stepped Now that we know why we
S.C., still likes to feel close to
, , ^
in the athletic department's door are seeking a stronger athletic wr
home and subscribes to the
department,
let's
examine
what
Vacendak
stated,
I'm
more
three months ago, can answer
town paper.
entails
a
move
to
"the
big
pleased
with
my
job
today
than
I
them sufficiently. He has
Boswell is no newcomer to
was
times."
The
first
step
in
moving
Why
"
shouldered a tremendous burrunning, or to the media. He
from
the
NAIA
is
to
prepare
the
~
optimist*
about
the
tranden, transforming Winthrop
carried the Olympic torch
. coaches. This includes educating art"™? I dont think there a through Andrews, N.C.
College to the "big times."
them in the rules and > ^ 8 reallywrong here at during the 1984 Olympic
regulations of flie NCAA and to Winthrop, said
Vacendak.
Vacendak is a very capable help them to adjust to NCAA "We have everything we need to
When asked about the experson who could just about
perience, Boswell said, "It was
work wherever he liked. So why j
neat everybody taking picdoes he feel like Winthrop's redirect our priorities
toward
v ' ' ^ k ^ m f c l t t h a t tures. I was interviewed by
academics.
We
have
installed
an
Vacendak
also
felt
that
transition is such an intriguing
two T.V. stations and all the
challenge? "I feel that the ^ e m i c monitoring program to the all-wound quality ot the papers. The excitement wore
help
the
athletes
remain
eligible
school
•
•
Mp'
attract
studentathletic department can be very
off after a while. It got me out
beneficial to the school. First of to compete and to help them »">!<*«• We don t have to be of taking some exams.
. "So far he has contributed
all, it can increase exposure and toward obtaining a degree. This one-aided, we can offer a recruit
will help ua to main- "very agreeable atmosphere, a
that can certainly aid admissions redirection
This season is Winthrop's in every meet. Right now he
A
•_
IL.
vpAA',ot.ndards"
strong
education
and
the
chance
and make us visible to prospec- tain the NCAA s standards. to a c £ e v e h i g { u U e s t potential in second with a cross country is Winthrop's number three
tive faculty and staff." Vacendak
team. The runners are young runner, after Richard Golding
also listed other advantages of a The third and last step is to athletics." The last aspect too, having only one senior and Eric Fearn," says Coach
firmly
establish
each
of
the
Vacendak
emphasized1
wasi
the
stronger athletic department.
and no juniors. Each of the Bowers, who also expects
of coaching at Winthrop. four freshmen on the team Boswell to be one of the top
"A good team can create a lot of programs. This involves raising
the
attendance,
increasing
The
coaches
have
always
been
school pride and it can influence
have competed against each runners in the Big South ConwJ ^nUnue to meet other before in high school. Of ference.
students to be less transient. In- financial backing and increasing
stead of our students taking off the levels of performance, high standards.
the four, all but one has been Bowers says of Boswell, "He
to Greenville on the weekends, Vacendak has taken actions to
on a state champion team. brings a lot of enthusiasm and
maybe, with a good game for insure that this step will be ac- Does all this confidence mean Because of the lack of ex- potential to our squad this
them to attend, like a Winthrop- complished by soliciting adver- we can just slide straight into perience on the team, Boswell year. He's a very hard worker
Furman basketball game, the tising for the coliseum, initiating "the big times" and start our concluded that, "We won't be in practice ?nd has tremenFurman students will come to a shuttle bus system for studen- own little dynasty? Vacendak as good this year as we will be dous potential."
ts commuting to the basketball said, "Of course, it will be the next three. As a team
Rock Hill."
games, establishing student tough at first, but as long as we we're going to improve. . . Hard workouts and pracPerhaps the most important seating on the front rows, star- don't try to be like someone else, This year's team is much bet- tice, that's the way it goes.
goal that the athletic depar- ting a pep band and by in-then we'll be successful. We just ter (than last years). There's When asked about the
tment can achieve is to be a creasing scholarships and need to try to be all that we can much more potential on this workouts, he said, "Well . .
be."
during a race you just think I
vehicle of Winthrop's image to recruiting budgets.
year's team."
Coach Bowers agrees, "Ex- gotta finish... gotta stay up
perience is very important in there, but in practice there's
college running. We plan on really no time for talk. The
developing as a team. The harder the workout the less
potential we have for the the talking." There is usually
future is enormous." Win- very little talking during
Bowers
said
that
this
par
pbell
University
and
S.C.
ByJILLZEIGLER
throp's cross country team- Bowers' workouts.
State. Comments Coach ticular meet was "a very
TJ sports writer
Regardless of his success,
fresh blood.
Charlie Bowers, "We didn't strong, competitive one" It
Bowers
had
met Boswell doesn't think that he
The women's cross country do as well as I wanted to at didn't seem to phase Holliday,
wants to stay competitive afBoswell when Winthrop was first
because she
team came out on top of Pem- that meet I guess we were however,
creating its cross country ter college. "Ten seasons with
ninth out of 56 parbroke St University, Johnson down at the time." Despite finished
ticipants. On a 31-mile course,
team. "I met Boswell two sum- track and cross country will
C. Smith, UNC-Wfimington, the bet that they didn't do as she came in with a time of
mers ago at a running camp be enough," he says.
well
as
he
wanted.
Bowers
UNC-Charlotte, and Paine
and I knew that I wanted him An athlete's life is
20.02. Others finishing were
was
still
pleased
with
the
College at the Winthrop
for our team. I could tell he generally a lonely one, full
Michelle
Drion
at
24,
with
College Invitational Sept 28.
was going to be an excellent schedules, practice and a
21.57,
Genie
Moore
at
26
with
The
Oct
5
invitational
at
Our ladies finished fourth
runner.. . when we got Clay social life are hard to juggle
"Oyster" Clark at 33
overall out of nine com- UNC-Charlotte had 10 schools 22.11,
to sign at Winthrop, we really all at once. "When you're
competing, with Winthrop with 22.53, and Dorothy Case
petitors.
made our recruiting year running twice a day some
46 with 2426.
Denise Holiidsy put on an coming out fifth overall. at Upcoming
complete. We were looking days and go to study hall four
for the
excellent show, coming in six- Brevard, Georgia St, Old ladies include events
for three or four of the top days a week in the evenings,
The
Citadel
Inth out of 46 participants. She Dominion and UNCC were vitational to be held on Oct.
runners in the state." They there's no social activity
among
the
schools
that
had a time of 19.40. Following
got 'em. Three of the four top because the rest of the time
19, and the Big South Chamfinished
ahead
of
us.
Falling
Holliday were Michelle Drion
runners in South Carolina are you got class or are trying to
pionship hosted here at Winbehind
were
Furman,
Baptist
coming in 22 with a time of
now freshmen at Winthrop: sleep... So I guess you really
throp
on
Oct.
26.
College,
Johnson
C.
Smith,
21.25, Genie Moore was 23
Clay Boswell, Eric Fearn and have to like running," said
Bowers is very pleased
Western
Carolina,
and
UNCwith 2128. Laura Smith was
Boswell. So why does he keep
with the way the women have
Jerry Robinson.
28 with 2202, "Oyster" Clark Wilmington.
Boswell has been running running? Clay thinks that,
Coach Bowers was also improved over the year. He
was 29 with 22.50 and
cross country since the eighth "It's like, being good at one
comments, "We are working
Dorothy Case placed 32 with pleased with this meet and very hard and are looking to
grade and works out lifting thing instead of average in
was especially proud of
2350.
weights to stay in shape lots of things... It's the thrill
...
who, again* finish ateood in the Big South
The team came in behind
of competition."
during the off-season.
Radford University, Cam- tod owta&mway through.
By JEFF RUBLE
TJ sports writer
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Changes in School of Education

RSA to attendSAACURA
By DORRIE TONEY
TJ staff writer
Some members of RSA, Hall
Councils and the residence life
staff will attend the annual
South Atlantic Affiliate of
Collegiate and University
Residence Hall Convention
(SAACURH), which will be held
at Georgia Tech in Atlanta, Nov.
1-3.
The theme for the convention
is "SAACURH, the Final Frontier." Winthrop delegation's
theme is "The Eagle has landedSAACURH'85."
Sharyn Noblett, RSA's
national communication coordinator, said, "SAACURH is
both hard work and a lot of fun.
We will be working hard to gain

By LAURA DORAN
TJ staff writer

ideas to bring back to Winthrop
and to improve residence hall
life. It's a lot of fun because it's
like a big pep rally with each
school competing for the spirit
award."
SAACURH is a regional
division of the National
Association of College and
University Residence Halls
(NACURH). Both conventions
are held annually and Winthrop
was represented at NACURH
which was held at the University of Florida in June.
Winthrop's 52 delegates are
spending these last two weeks
collecting buttons, postcards and
other Winthrop items to trade,
and rehearsing a cheer for roll
call at SAACURH.

Alumni receives honor
By JUDY ALSTON
TJ staff writer

Major changes have been
proposed in the School of
Education for next fall. One
major change is to raise the
required GPR to be admitted
to the School of Education.
Currently, students must
have a 2.0, but if the proposal
is approved, it will go up to
2.5. Students will also be
required to have more experience in public school
classrooms. Faculty members
are supposed to present their
proposal to committees this
school year.
The Evening Herald quoted
Dr. James Rex, dean of
education, as saying, "We
believe
that
teacher
education ought to be more
clinically based. Public school

classrooms need to be more
involved
in
teacher
preparation earlier, rather
than at the end of their senior
year. Much of that belief
comes from series of talks
with the Medical University
of South Carolina, where
references were made to the
way doctors are trained with
a heavy clinical emphasis,
tough admission standards to
medical school and accountability prior to graduation."
Rex added, "You can't
teach somebody to diagnose a
patient by sitting in a
classroom. They have to get
out and work with a real, live
subject. Teachers, in effect,
do the same thing; they have
to get out in that laboratory
setting."
Another change is the
policy of interviewing

prospective applicants who
want to be admitted to the
School of Education. The interviewing committees will
be made up of faculty members, public school teachers,
administrators and college
seniors.
An additional change is the
way in which classes are held.
The three-hour classes taught
by one professor will be substituted with classes taught
by groups of faculty working
with fewer students in longer
amounts of time. Students
will have to attend a fourweek semester in May
sometime between their
junior and senior year.
Students will also have to
"student
teach"
two
semesters instead of one
semester that is presently
required.

Society. She was also the
recipient of the Mildred M.
Sullivan Scholarship and WinFormer Winthrop student throp Scholarship.
feelings to others.
"Research shows that those
By MAGGIE ZALAMEA
Mrs. Bennie Wooten received During her years at NSC, TJ staff writer
"There is a great deal of anger with alcoholic parents are more
the "Woman of the Year" award Wooten received three Outstanstored inside a teenager with an at risk to develop compulsive
for 1986 at the Charleston Naval ding Performance Ratings, a "From our best estimates alcoholic parent. They feel that disorders, such as alcohol and
Supply Center (NSC).
Group Superior Achievement there are 28 million people who they were forced to grow up too drug abuse and gambling and
Wooten is a computer Award, and several letters of have at least one alcoholic soon, having many adult respon- eating problems. "They are also
systems analyst in the data appreciation and commendation, parent. On this campus about fivesibilities at a young age.
more prone to suicide," said
processing department. She has Wooten was also selected for in- percent of the students are faced "A small minority have also Hamilton.
been a GS-12 team leader since elusion in the 1982 edition of with this problem," said Dee experienced physical and sexual Adult Children of Alcoholics
Feb. 1982 and is the first black "Outstanding Young Women of Hamilton, who handles such abuse," commented Hamilton. is a group which meets on
female at the NSC to achieve America."
cases at the Counseling Center. Children with alcoholic parents Fridays at 1 p.m. Discussions
this rating. She was also the first Wooten is also involved in Children of alcoholics seem to have
many
problems last for about an hour. During
black female promoted to a GS- many community activities suffer the effects similar to establishing and sustaining hap- these sessions information about
II level at the NSC.
which include: Cub Scouts; the those of post war and ear- py relationships. They either alcoholism will be given. "Most
Her career has progressed Vestry of Calvary Episcopal thquake victims; this is known avoid people from getting too people believe that somehow
steadily since 1970 when she Church; secretary of Calvary as "post traumatic syndrome." close or become extremely they are responsible for their
joined NSC as a computer Episcopal Church
women; One with an alcoholic parent ex- dependent
on
others. parents' drinking problem; we
programmer, GS-5. Now, she is visor. Junior Achievement; periences low self-esteem, Depression is another major dif- will work at showing them they
recognized as Charleston's NSC secretary, National Council of feelings of being different, and a ficulty among children of have no control over this
ADP expert in payroll and per- Negro Women; Trident Section; great difficulty in expressing alcoholics.
(Continued on page 10)
sonnel applications.
volunteer tutor, Math/SAT
Wooten is a 1970 cum laude preparation programs; and the
graduate of Winthrop. While at Association of the Institute for
Winthrop she was a member of Certification of Computer
the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Professionals.
against each other. "We'll be throp students," Beasley said.
9|e$3|c:|c*aie*9|c9|c4e9|cj|c$3Mc3|E4e$)|c3|e)|ca|e4e*3|ea|c)|c3lc'lc'lc9lc By TOM STEARNS
competing against the ACTF's "All proceeds will be used to
* TJ staff writer
he said. "There does defray expenses of the trip."
* The Winthrop College theatre standards,"
not have to be a winner. Any of Beasley was pleased with the
* department will present the the
schools
could
qualify for the success "Extremities" had
*
* play "Extremities" in the up- regional competition, all four during its run at Winthrop. "It
* coming American College could qualify, or none at ail may was the largest consistent
* Theatre Festival. The play, be chosen. Our hope is that we audience we've had at Winthrop
* which ran Sept. 25-28, will be will be chosen to go on to the in several years. It was very
* performed at the College of regional competition."
popular with the audience and
*
extremely well-attended."
10% Discount with WCID
* Charleston Nov. 15.
* "We're already back in If the play makes a good
* rehearsal," said Blair Beasley, showing at the regional com- Despite the show's mature
* director of the play. "We're petition, the next level would be subject, Beasley said there were
* changing a few things, but the national competition. This no adverse reactions to the play.
* nothing major."
will be held next "Those who didn't want to come
* "The College of Charleston competition
year at the Kennedy Center in simply didn't come," he said.
*
* performance is the first leg in Washington, D.C. The Center "There was ample warning of
* the ACTF competition," Beasley sponsors the event along with the show's subject and content.
* said. "We'll be competing with the U.S. Department of Those who did come appreciated
*
the play. But as far adverse
University, Coastal Education.
* Clemson
and the College of In order to cut the costs of the comments, there have been
FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP
* Carolina,
Charleston for an opportunity to trip, a special benefit perfor- none."
M Mon.-Fri.
1450 Ebeneier Rd. j t go on to the regional com- mance will be held in Johnson
Tickets for the benefit will go
9-5 Sal
327-5155 J petition."
Hall on Tuesday, Nov. 12. on sale the week of Nov. 3. For
* Beasley pointed out that the "Tickets will be $4 for the more information, contact Chris
schools will not be competing general public and $3 for Win- Reynolds at 2171.

Students faced with alcoholic parents

"Extremities" to enter competition

flowers £ &t£

Halloween Gift Items
Balloon Bouquets
Roses 812/dozen boxed
(cash-n-carry only)
Christmas room now open.
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Center helps alcoholics Helen Thomas spoke to
AAUW on women's rights
By MAGGIE Z ALAMEA
TJ staff writer

that people realize that to be
chemically dependent, one does
not have to use the substance
"When we say alcohol and every day; weekend users may By ALLAN C. JENKINS
don't have a parliamentary equal pay for work of comsystem, the president doesn't parable worth/value, preserdrug abuse, we do not have problems, too.
TJ staff writer
have to answer to Congress, and vation of the individual's right of
necessarily mean dependence," When asked why she thinks
said Dee Hamilton, counselor at there is such a big problem with Helen Thomas, UPI White he only answers to people on free choice in matters of
the Crawford Health Center.
alcohol and drug abus6, House Bureau Chief, was guest election day. The press must ask reproduction, regulation of hanAbuse refers to an excessive Hamilton stated, "We live in an speaker at the 60th Anniversary the hard questions, and, for the dguns, raising the drinking age
or inappropriate use of a alcohol oriented society; one out Celebration luncheon of the good of democracy, the to 21, and comprehensive family
life and sex education programs
chemical substance, which inter- of every nine people is an Rock Hill chapter of the president must answer them.
in grades K-6, among other
feres with some area of one's alcoholic. It is especially hard on American Association of
life. Chemical dependency oc- college kids. There is a lot of University Women held Oct. 5, Thomas urged women, proposals, according to Gustafson.
curs when one becomes pressure involved in a college in Thomson Hall.
especially women recently
psychologically and/or physically environment."
graduated from college, to keep Gustafson said the greatest
dependent on some kind of
spoke for 45 minutes striving for equal rights. T m barrier to equal rights for
chemical; the chemical becomes "If a person thinks that they onThomas
her career covering the damned mad we didn't get the women was apathy on the part
have a dependency problem,
the center of one's life.
they usually do," said Hamilton. White House for United Press vote until 1920; we still don't of recent college graduates.
commenting on have full citizenship, because we
"Drug and alcohol abuse can Hamilton encourages anyone International,
still don't have equal rights,"
usually be controlled with a little who needs help to go to the each administration she covered. Thomas
said. "You women on "We're concerned that too
Thomas
has
covered
every adeffort," said Hamilton. A person counseling center. Counseling ministration since President
campus
should go to your many women who are college
who is chemically dependent sessions are totally confidential. Kennedy's.
fathers,
and
pressure them to seniors or recent graduates are
must seek professional help. Individual counseling is also
pressure
the
legislatures
of this not aware that the relative ease
"Black outs, which are short available for anyone who is
they have in finding a job after
country
to
give
you
equal
rights,
periods of amnesia, should be trying to help a family member Thomas was critical of the and then when you graduate, graduation is a direct result of
or
friend
with
a
dependency
taken as warning signals. Black
Reagan administration's record you pressure your legislatures." the gains made in women's
on women's rights. "Women
outs are most common among problem.
rights over the past two
have not fared well in this adalcohol and downer users," said
decades," Gustafson said. "If
Hamilton.
Adult Children of Alcoholics ministration; witness the ouster The Rock Hill chapter of the they choose not to strive to conis a group which meets once a of Margaret Heckler, for instan- AAUW was officially chartered tinue those gains, then they'll
"It is extremely difficult or week. Anyone with an alcoholic ce," Thomas said. "There is a in 1925, with 32 members find their lot will not improve
almost impossible for a person to parent is welcome to join these certain atmosphere in the representing 23 colleges and during their lifetime."
current administration; it is universities with their degrees,
realize they have a dependency group sessions.
problem. When the problem is "Chemical dependency can be satisfied with being an all-male, according to Judi Gustafson,
immediate past president of the Membership
pointed out to them, they overcome; it is fairly easy to all-white stronghold."
in
the
S.C. Division of AAUW. The organization is open only to
usually deny it," commented treat. I feel very optimistic
group
carries
out
a
variety
of
acThomas
also
criticized
the
about
it,"
concluded
Hamilton.
Hamilton. It is very important
women who have received a
administration for its lack of tivities aimed at advancing the bachelor's degree from an
positive communication with the status of women, including American accredited college or
press. "The president's advisors, political activity, Gustafson said. university. The Rock Hill chapif they could do it, would just not
a
ter currently has 100 members,
allow press conferences to hap- This year's state legislative representing 50 colleges and
pen," Thomas said, "Since we agenda for the AAUW calls for universities.
By ROBERT JOLLY
debut in what he has called a
TJ managing editor
"teen comedy."
The film is set on a college
Nearly a year ago, ABA Pro- campus, with a plot involving a
ductions Incorporated filmed the school newspaper sportswriter
movie "New Girl" on Winthrop who is blackmailed into imperCollege campus. The film was to sonating a woman and playing
be released in February 1985. on the women's basketball team
However, because of editing in drag.
delays, the premiere has been
postponed until as late as this Lawrence described the film
winter.
as a "funny family film." She
thru
said, " 'New Girl' is very much
Withfilmingand editing com- a family movie, and will be rated
pleted, the film has been hand- G or PG. We have a funny teen
ed over to Com World, a comedy designed for the family.
distribution company out of We have shown the movie to
Orem, Utah. Debra Lawrence, teenagers, children, and the
Light & Fluffy Omelette
associate producer for "New elderly, and everyone seems to
Piping Hot Buttermilk Pancakes
•Any style on the menu
Girl" said, "As far as we are con- enjoy it without the typical
cerned, the movie is finished. vulgarity in a teen movie."
•3 Pancakes
•Toast
We have now turned the movie
•Bacon or Sausage
$*1 9 0
•Grits
$ 0 3 8
over to £, distributing company According to Lawrence, Win•Coffee or Juice
A
•Coffee or Juice
«
for final testing. It is up to them throp was chosen for its atas to when the movie will be mosphere and beauty. She said,
released; however, there will be "Winthrop was chosen for its
ABC PERMITS
a preview in 60 to 90 days." The overall ambiance. Winthrop was
1025 Camden Ave. Rock Hill
preview will be screened in what we wanted and needed.
Charlotte, Columbia, and Rock The people were great."
327-9943
Hill.
"New Girl" showed much of
ABA's Charles Ison, best Winthrop's campus and facilities
known for creating the Barbara in its footage. The remainder of
MON.-SAT. 6AM-11PM
Mandrell series, other TV the movie was filmed in
RESTAURANT
SUN.
6AM-3PM
specials and three major movie Charlotte and at Garder Webb
releases, made his directing College.

New Girl" postponed

OCTOBER
SPECIALS
MONDAY
FRIDAY

Petdjio^
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Jfames

f-^arriil

Con't Alcoholic parent

!i 3fou,.JanJ

Dolor*» a Jimmy Parriih
221 CHERRY ROAD
PHONE 328-6205
ROCK HILL. S. C. 29730

$60.00 PER HUNDRED
PAID
for
remailing letters from
home!
Send
selfaddressed, stamped
envelope for information/application.
Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203

(Continued from page 8)
very committed; they want to
.. ..
, , , ..
get better. It makes them so
situation. wWe will also help them ^ppy to f m d t h a t t h e ^ n o t
to work out feelings which have a I ^ e i n experiencing this
been stored up and not ex- problem" concluded Hamilton,
pressed to anyone. said A
w h o n e e dj further inHamilton.
formation should contact Dee
"The group I work with is Hamilton at 2233.

USED
FURNITURE &
APPLIANCES!

Attention!
Tatlers (the Winthrop College yearbook) are on sale for '9.00. If
you wish to have it mailed to you (i.e. you will graduate in Dec.), the
cost is '11. Please send this form to us before Dec. 1,1985.

Aunt Fanny's Attic
976 W. Main St
Rock Hill

Phone No.
.Amt. Enclosed*.

Name
Campus Box.
or
Mailing Address.

I would like my Toiler mailed to:

'Make checks payable to:
Winthrop College

"THREE CHEERS FORHERDS1
This is great stuff! Carratfine's performance
is a comedy marvel. *Nerds,'rah!"
-Jack Mathews. USA Today

"1 laughed my head off! One of the funniest

Mail this coupon along with your payment to: The Tatter, Box 5148
OFFICIAL WINTHROP COLLEGE
EXAM SCHEDULE FALL SEMESTER 1985

f i l m s O f t h e year!"-Jeffrey Lyons, Sneak Previews

"REVENGE OF THE NERDS b a delicious,
gratifying underdog fantasy *nd a raunchy;
uproarious satire.The Nerds triumph!"
- Kevin Thomas, Los Angeles Times

E.xums are scheduled Thursday, December 5 — Wednesday, December II according (i> the first day of the ueeh the clays meets. For example,
a ®:C0 <i.m. M WF class first meets on .Montiuv; therefore. the c.xum time can be found by looking in the "\tonda\" column below. Examinations
for 9.1 Kl a.m. Monday classes are given at <S:(X> «i.m. on Friiiuv.
CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
MONDAY
3:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00 PM
1:50 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
TUESDAY
3:00
8:25
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
11:00
12:30 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
8:00 PM

E X A M ASSIGNMENT
11:30
8:00
3:00
8:00
8:00
3:00
8:00
11:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
3:00
3:00
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30

R
F
F
M
Vi'
R
R
W
T
W
S
R
R
R
T

M
M
T
S
T
T
M
\X

CLASS
BEGINNING TIME
WEDNESDAY
9:00
10:00
12:00
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PS1
THURSDAY
10:00
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
3:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:30 PM
FRIDAY
10:00
3:00 PM

E X A M ASSIGNMENT
8:00
3:00
8:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
6:30
6:30

F
F
W
R
Vi
M
M
M
«
M

8:00
11:30
11:30
3:00
6:30
6:50
6:30
6:30

S
M
T
S
T
T
T
R

3:00 I3:00 M

WRI 101 & 102
MASS EXAM

This is the official examination schedule for fall semester. Examinations may not exceed 2 I /2 hour* in length. Legitimate conflicts arc defined
as follous: more than one scheduled exam per period; more than tuo scheduled exams per day; unii more than three scheduled exams in un?
/our consecutive periods. A student uith a legitimate conflict uill receive uriucn notification from the Registrar s ( )ffice. The instructor involved
also uill be rent notification of the conflict. Students are responsible for resoh ling conflicts directly u ith the instructor by Xovcmber 11. Personal
conflicts such as Christmas trawl plans and uork schedules do not uummi a change in tv>uminulion\ CIIIICV

Wed., Oct 23, Tillman Aud.
fkOOPM
•1.00 WCID *2.00 Guest
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Abuse program offered Come See Us For Delicious

By LORICASALE
TJ staff writer

pand the program, imagine how
many more troubled children
we'll be able to help," Smith
Winthrop's School of Educa- said.
tion received an $80309 federal Some of the money from the
grant to be used for a child grant will be used to expand
abuse awareness and prevention Winthrop's phone friend proprogram.
gram, designed to reach troublAccording to Dr. Susan ed or lonely children by phone.
Smith, assistant professor of The program, an after-school
education, "most of the money help-line, assists children in
will be used to expand grades K-six, who come home
'Housewise-Streetwise', a pro- from school and have no supergram designed to teach children vision. Phones are operated by
how to handle difficult and Winthrop education majors as
threatening situations."
part of their course work.
The program is aimed to help This year, more than 300 calls
prevent children from becoming were received and approximatevictims of physical and sexual ly 3,000 have been received
abuse and to offer emotional since the program began last
support to children who have year.
been abused.
"Most of the calls are from
With the grant, Smith, who in- kids who are bored or lonely so
itiated
the
"Housewise- they call Phone Friend to talk to
Streetwise" program at Win- college students," Smith said.
throp last year, plans to offer in- Smith said she hoped to see
struction in 23 South Carolina the program become statewide.
school districts. Nine districts Representatives from every colparticipated last year. Represen- lege and the University of South
tatives from each district will at- Carolina have been invited to
tend the training program Winthrop to learn how to set up
hosted by Winthrop Oct. 21-22. similar programs.
These representatives will "This program is one that
return to their districts with in- really benefits the community,"
structional kits, films, and props said Smith.
and will train fellow teachers. The program will include the
As a result 300 third grade following speakers: Jayne Crisp,
teachers will be able to conduct author of the original
the program in their classrooms. "Housewise-Streetwise" study;
"Everyone is very optimistic Jay Elliot, a Columbia lawyer
about this," said Smith. She add- will speak on the legal issues of
ed out of 13 schools, 22 abused child abuse; and Bill Hammond
children in Rock Hill alone came of the South Carolina Criminal
foward and asked for help from Justice Academy, will speak
their guidance counselors.
about law enforcement efforts
"Now that we're able to ex- dealing with abused children.

BUFFET SPECIALS

Every Day is special at Pizza Inn
with a super buffet
you're sure to enjoy!
Mondays

LASAGNA &
SALAD BAR
A l l Y o u C a n Eaf

*3.49

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)

Tuesdays

Every Day, Monday thru Friday

NOON BUFFET

•Pizza
•Soup
• S a l a d Bar

•

f

MJk
/ | U

Wednesdays

BUFFET

A l l Y o u Can Eat
Pizza. Salad Bar,
Baked Spaghetti

s

SPAGHETTI
& SALAD BAR
A l l Y o u Can Eaf

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)

A l l Y o u C a n Eat
Pizza, Salad Bar,
Baked Spaghetti

3.99

(Served 5 P.M.-9 P.M.)

CHILDREN'S PRICES: AGE X 35'

10% OFF
With Winthrop LD.

iim

AMERICA'S FAVORITE PIZZA
1919 Cherry Road, Rock Hill

Phone:

366-3149

Winthrop And Surrounding Areas
5 PM-10 PM
HAPPY HOUR 12 PM-7 PM

m

CALL US!!
Village Square
Shopping Ctr.

Sundays

BUFFET

s

3.99 *2.99

WINTHROP
WE DELIVER!!

36&6117
Bus. 366-6584

All You Can
Eat
(Served 11 am-2 pm)

Date: MOIL, Taes^ Oct. 28,29
Tine: 10 aa-3 pn
Place: The Bookworm

/IKMFVED
^

CLASS RINGS

Ant ur\cd ( hss K,

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AbTs 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for Englsh Merature. /

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and youU save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone;

AT&T

The right choice.
c-1985 AUT Communications

